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Hope for the Future 
Jeremiah 29v11 & Romans 5v1-5 

 
It’s always a challenge as ‘guest preacher’ invited to do a ‘one-
off’, to know what theme to choose (unless asked to follow 
current series). This is only my 2nd preach at Wade St in nearly 
2 and half years. It’s like being called off the subs bench late in 
extra time ready to take a penalty – let’s not go there! But 
choosing a topic for sermon/address/ ‘talk’ is not like turning on 
a tap. Having said all that - one subject seemed to present itself 
as most appropriate & relevant – ‘Life Beyond the Pandemic.’ 
 
We’re all emerging (we pray!) from unique & unprecedented 
(that word again) times. A global pandemic used to be 
something we read about in history books or watched unfold in 
a disaster movie. So, that is the backdrop for this message today 
– delivered via video (by my choice) -thanks to technology & 
technicians again – coming to you from ‘downtown’ Boley Park. 
 
First draft of this was sketched just after govt. decisions 
concerning ‘Freedom Day’ July 19th. Prayerfully pondering this 
situation, these verses came to mind – Jeremiah 29v11 + 
Romans 5vv1-5. 
 
Of all the characters of whom we read about in OT – Patriarchs, 
Priests, ‘Judges’, Kings & Prophets, no one knew the ‘cost of 
discipleship’ – of following the God of Israel – more than 
Jeremiah. Dealing with the troubles of the kingdom of Judah & 
there were plenty, brought its personal cost to Jeremiah. As 
God’s prophet throughout, he had to speak out against the 
political & religious leaders of his day. 
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Jeremiah’s prophetic ministry was spread over 40 years (even 
longer than Ian Hayter at Wade St – imagine that!). It was a 
ministry that covered the fall of the kingdom of Judah, and the 
exile into Babylon. But it wasn’t all doom and gloom from 
Jeremiah, because he also preaches about a time beyond exile 
– of restoration and of HOPE. And THAT is the key word at heart 
of this message this morning. 
 
So - beginning with – HOPE from FAITH – in Jeremiah 29v11, 
God’s prophet was addressing a nation in despair & in exile, (cf. 
the last 16 months ‘exile’ for us all). Continuing faith in God was 
fragile & flickering & which needed fanning back into flame. 
Through his prophetic ministry, Jeremiah seeks to encourage 
the people of God. 
 
And, similarly in our NT reading, God’s apostle, Paul is seeking 
to build up one of the infant churches in his ‘parish’. All those 
little cells and churches dotted around the Med, going ‘against 
the flow,’ counter cultural ‘Do not conform to the pattern of 
this world, but be transformed…’ Rom12. 
 
And just as that great passage from Romans starts with the 
word ‘therefore...’ here’s another of Paul’s ‘therefores’ at the 
start of Romans 5 referring back to what the apostle has already 
written in Chaps 1-4. The apostle has made out the case for 
‘justification by faith.’  
 
In other words, to be put right with God is not about what we 
DO, not about following a set of rules, regulations & laws – not 
even about ticking the ‘terms and conditions’ box! It’s about our 
FAITH in Jesus Christ – that’s what puts us right with God – once 
and for all. 
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‘Therefore…’ says Paul, as we have been put right with God 
through our faith, we have PEACE with God through our Lord 
Jesus Christ.  
 

And that truth can take us on a journey from SUFFERING to 
HOPE Christian faith was forged on the anvil of conflict, 
suffering and struggle. That’s why we have a good part of the 
NT – much of it was written to encourage early Christians to 
‘keep the faith’ in the face of opposition, division and strife. 
 
In the well-known cartoon series, Charlie Brown tells Lucy that 
life is full of ups and downs & she replies, ‘I just want ups and 
ups!’ Sometimes, maybe, Christianity can be portrayed as being 
all about ‘ups and ups’. We are supposed to feel good all the 
time in our relationship with God (cf. Jeremiah!). Congregations 
judge worship by its power to send them away happy and 
possible clappy or even clappier. A warm ‘Ready Brek’ glow is 
supposed to descend after times of prayer. ‘Fellowship’ is a cosy 
duvet of warmth enveloping us… 

 
And, yes, of course, all of those can and hopefully will be part 
of our Christian experience. But that same experience is not 
always just about the ‘ups and ups’. So -HOPE from FAITH > 
 
 HOPE in SUFFERING - There ARE the down times too – read the 
book of Jeremiah, read the other prophets, read the Psalms. 
Talk to any congregation who will be honest enough about the 
bad times, as well as the good.  
 
Older lady I used to visit in our 1st Essex church – always gave 
me Earl Grey tea!!She suffered from a sense of guilt about 
feeling ‘low’ as a Christian – I tried to reassure her. 
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In our Romans 5 reading, Paul traces a sequence from suffering 
to hope. Sometimes the Christian faith is caricatured as 
something for wimps – the spiritual crutch that gets ‘weak’ 
people through life. We know that’s a false understanding. Paul 
suffered great hardships on account of his faith in Christ. 
QUOTE from 2 Cor 11vv23-28.  
I trust no one watching this has had a week like that! But plenty 
could give testimony to some ‘trials’ down the years & of how 
their faith has been forged stronger, as a result. 
 
But even as I typed that last phrase, I told myself that that too 
can sound trite and all too easy - the ‘right answer’ in the House 
Group discussion. Sometimes, even as Christians, hope can be 
swamped by suffering and the journey back to hope can be a 
long and painful one. Looking back on my own teaching career, 
my years in ministry and years in retirement here, sometimes it 
was only by the grace of God and the love, prayers & the 
fellowship of God’s people that brought me back to Hope from 
Faith and to Hope in & beyond Suffering.  
 
Hope from Faith > Hope in Suffering > HOPE in ACTION. 
 
As Paul himself says elsewhere in his writings – ‘In view of all 
this, (talk about Hope) what shall we say?’  
 
Platitudes won’t do, good intentions won’t do, reading about it 
won’t do, delivering and listening to sermons won’t do. 
Agreeing it’s necessary won’t do. Hope – Christian Hope is seen, 
first and foremost through our ACTIONS.  
 
Quote from Mark Greene entitled ‘Can you make a difference?’  
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‘Our church communities need to become much more open, 
interactive, personal and expressive – easier places to come to, 
easier communities to belong to.’   
 
Many churches up and down UK have modernised their 
buildings/premises over past 30/40 years. 
 
All three churches in which we served had ‘building projects’. 
First in Essex was completed just six weeks before we left. 
Second in Berkshire was finally opened a few weeks ago – some 
15 years since we left there. We’re promised an invitation soon 
to see the finished building.  
 
3rd church in Huntingdon had a much more modest building 
project – but challenging for a small congregation. I was relieved 
to find on arrival at Wade St – the building project was all done 
– as far as I know! 
 
Buildings are an important part of ‘Hope in Action’ – but more 
so are the people in them – the church community.  Hope in 
Action made real and visible by living stones themselves and 
how they make the building a ‘Place of Welcome’ as well as a 
‘House of Prayer.’ Ian reminded us recently that Wade St is 
known as the ‘Church that likes to say yes’. And that’s a great 
reputation to have & testimony to the ministry built up over 3 
decades and people who have supported it. 
 
Hope from Faith > Hope in Suffering > Hope in Action >  
 
HOPE for the FUTURE – so to recall our text from Jeremiah 29 
– what of the future? 
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What of the ‘New Normal’ of ‘living with the virus’? What will 
that mean? How do we all feel about ‘socialising’ normally 
again? What about sitting close together again – train, bus, 
plane, theatre, cinema – Church?? ‘To mask or not to mask…’ 
just one of the questions we face – so to speak! 
 
Can we/should we shake hands/hug again? I recently did my 
first ever ‘elbow bump’, greeting John Higginbotham at our 
House Group Social! Will the ‘Fellowship of the Church’ ever get 
back to normal? All of you will have your own views/opinions 
about all of that and more… 
 
What of Wade St’s future - its activities, groups – the ‘Monday 
to Friday’ life of the Church premises? What resumes, what 
changes, what is discontinued & what new things may begin? 
‘The Well’ is a new midweek initiative meeting a real need. 
 
And then there’s the whole question of ‘Life beyond Ian and 
Sally’ 30+ years is exceptional and a hard ministry act to follow. 
Can only say that the process of calling a Minister does work – 
well it did for us x3!  
 
In pondering the future & all its questions & unknowns, I fell to 
reflecting on the past – my past. 
 
Looking back on various ‘milestones’ in my own life, I left King 
Edward 6th Grammar School, Stourbridge (back in the 1960s!) 
with 3 A levels (all languages) but not the right grades for ‘Uni’. 
Via a family connection, I went for an interview at Thompsons 
Steel, Wolverhampton – seeking to use my languages – 
goodness knows how – selling steel to the French & Germans?! 
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Eventually, against all my previous plans of NOT going into 
teaching, I ended up doing 9 months unqualified teaching at 
Hurst Hill Primary School, Coseley – some of you might even 
know where that is. On a clear day you could see Tipton! And I 
discovered I loved teaching and so I went on to three years 
teacher training at Goldsmiths College, London. 
 
That, in turn led to first teaching appointment in London 
borough of Redbridge – there I met a fellow ‘probationer’ 
teacher called Dorothy.  
 
Marriage and move to Cambridge – two children – joined local 
Baptist Church – call into ministry in 3 churches – retirement to 
Lichfield & the joys of grandparenthood. 
 
But, why tell you all this about my ‘life and times’? One reason 
is that this may be the last time that I preach at Wade St. I 
contacted Ian last year, saying that I believed the time had come 
for me to ‘step back’ from leading services & preaching at Wade 
St. So, please excuse a little more personal reflection, as I close. 
And in looking back now, I can see how Jeremiah 29v11 has 
worked out in my life -even, before I acknowledged the God in 
Jesus Christ in my life and especially, when the way ahead 
seemed difficult to figure out. 
 
And now turning to the future again at this point in 2021, 
emerging from a global pandemic, and still on a personal note 
– I began my fourth quarter towards the century in May (you 
can do the Maths). And yes, I know, I know, that’s not old, but 
not young either. All the professors, CEOs etc. look like 6th 
Formers.  
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Pondering  one’s own mortality – how long have I got? My 
brother died at 50, my father at 59 and Mum at 75 – so 
genetically I’m doing quite well! What is it like to face death & 
beyond?? 
 
I’ve preached about all of this – Christian Hope – for best part 
of 40 years – but what if, what if…None of it is true??  
 
Of course, you never get such thoughts/questions popping into 
your head in the wee small hours – only retired, ageing 
Ministers – or maybe only THIS retired, ageing Minister. 
 
If you’re still following all this and still awake - you’ll have 
observed that this final part is full of more questions than 
answers. Hope from Faith > Hope in Suffering > Hope in Action 
> HOPE for the FUTURE.  
 

By way of response to all those questions and in conclusion I’ll 
QUOTE from Romans again – this time from the end of Chapter 
8 – QUOTE vv35-39… 

 
Hope for the Future? I reckon those verses will do for me. 


